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The Pb-Sb-S system, with onphasis on the Pb$
SbzSB join, has been examined by means of evacuated
silica tube and differential thermal analysis te&ni
ques between 300 and 700'C. Five phases have been
synthesized: Phase I (3PbS:SbzSa) stable between
642 aJJd, 605"C; boulangerite (5PbS:2Sb2S3) stable
below 638"C; Phase tr (3PbS:Sb2Ss) stable between
603 and 450'C; robiruonite (6PbS:5Sb2$) stable
between 582' and 318'C; zine-kenite (PbS:SbzSs)
stable below 545'C. Each phase melts incongruently
no the next more Pb$ric.h phase and a Sb2Ss-enri&ed
liquid. Eutectic relations exist between zinckenite and
stibnite at 523 3 3'C. Temary eutectic relations exist
among stibnitg zinckenitg antimony at 480'C and
among galena, lead, antimony at 240oC. A temary
monotectic e:dsls among stibnite, zinckenite and S-
liquid at 474'C.

Limited 52 activity data permit speculation about
the tlsrmochenical properties of the lead sulphanti-
monides.

Ixrnopuctrox

The lead-antimony-sulphur system contains
the eJremical compositions of a large number of
mineral species. The lead sulphantimonides rare-
ly constitute significant ore masses orcept in
Bolivia but are widespread and commonly occur
as acressory minerals in hydrothermal ore de-
posits. At least 15 distinct natural and synthetic
lead sulphantimonides have been reported in
the literature (Table 1). Some of the minerals
have been discredited and others are of dubious
validity; as a result the phase relations in the
Pb-Sh'S qystem have remained unclear. The
present study has been directed toward an under-
standing of these relations.

TscuNrouEs AND REAcTANTs

Experiments v/ere perfonned by means of con-
ventional evacuated silica tube and differential
thermal analysis techniques using elements of
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99.999+% purity as specified by suppliers' an-
alyses. Synthesis and annealing experiments
were conducted in nidrrome wound resistance
furnacas controlled I 3oC. Experimental products
were analyzed by means of r-ray diffraction,
reflected light microscopic and electron micro-
probe techniques.

Fnrvrous lrryrsrrcarrons

Pb-Sb-S svstem. The PbS-SbzSa join has been
the subject of several previous inves'tigations.
Jaeger von Klooster (1912) and litsuka (1919)
performed fqsions of PbS and SbzSs in open
qystens. Schettck et al. (1939) measured HzS/tIz
gas mixtures which had equilibrated with uni-
variant Pb-Sb-S assemblages. Robinson (1948)
reported syntheses by direct fusion of PbS and
Sb2Ss in evacuated vitreosil tubes and by re'
action of PbS and Sbz& in hydrothermal solu-
tions of NazS, KzS, CaS and HCI in graphite-
lined iron crucibles. Kitakase (1968), Jambor
(1968), Garvin (1973), Drafall & Koudqy (1969)
and Salanchi & Moh (1970) compiled their data

TABLE I. PHASES REPOR'IED WII1IIN I1IE Pb.Sb-S SYSIEM

Bilil;n.",," lig ,')[i]{;}lfi[3][31],]{3it3
semseyite 924 (S
dadson l t e  I l : 6  ( 3 ) ( l t
launayi te 22:13 (7
Jaresonitea 2t1 (1 ) (6) (9
heteromorphite 5:3 (4
plasioni te 5r4 (3)  (4)  (6
t int inal te 5:4 (10
rob inson i t e  7 :6  ( 3 ) (5 ) (6 ) (8 ) (9
z l ncken l t e  1 :1  ( 2 ) (3 ) (4 ) ( s ) ( 5 ) (8 ) (e
fu loppl te 3:4 (S
s t i bn i t e  0 : I  ( 1 ) (2 ) (3 ) (4 ) (5 ) (6 ) (7 ) (e

Wtl/ztaa ptasee vibtout lopan rcLwqL eqti?taLmt
phase I
phase I
phase H, phase II
phase K-l
phase F
phase E
phase D
phase IV
phase II

( 5 )  ( e )

(5 )
(5 )
L c J
( l )
(3 )

6 : I
l 0 : 3

2 . 1

12:5
2tl
5 : 3
8 :5
3rz
5 :4

a: subsequently shown to contaln addition necessary elenents

( l ) , laeger  &  Van K loos ter  (1912) i  (2 ) I i t suka  ( l9 l9 l ;  (3 )Rob-
lnson ( l9 t l8 ) ;  (4 )Schenck  e t  a7 . .  (1939) ;  (5 )K i takaze (1968) ;
(6 )Dra fa l l  &  Koucky  (1969) ;  (7 )Jambor  (1967) ;  (8 )Garv in
( f973) ;  (9 )sa lanch i  &  Moh (1970) i  (10)Har r ls  e t  a7 . .  (1968) i
( l l ) J a m b o r  ( 1 9 6 9 ) .
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200 THE CANADIAN MINERAIOGIST

from evacuated silica tube and differential ther-
mal analysis techniques. Figure I summarizes
some of the previously published phase relations
in the system SbzSs-PbS.

The wide variation in results in liquidus and
zubsolidus relations among the various workers
clearly indicates the problems of, first, obtaining
equilibrium in the Pb-Sb-S system, and second-
ly, of identifying the phases created. Barton's
(1970) comment "it is evident that a given sul-
phosalt is not a great deal more stable tJran any
of several altemative configurations representing
the same bulk composition" and Craig & Lees'
(1972) calculations of the very small differences
in stabilizing free energies of the various lead-
sulphantimonides, are clearly points to be con-
sidered in studies of the Pb-Sb-S system. We
have tried to conduct the present study with the
appropriate caution.
Pb-S sgstem. The Pb-S qfstem, the subject of
sweral studies, has been most recently examined
by Kullerud (1969). The system contains a sin-

gle intermediate phase, PbS, analogous to galena,
which melts congruently at lllsoc. Liquid im-
miscibility gaps exist in the metal-rich portion
of the system (93.0 - 95.2 wt f6 Pb) above
1041"C and in the sulphur-rich portion of the
system (72.8 - 6.8 wt % Pb) above 800oC.
Sb-S sgstent. The Sb-S qystem has been sum-
marized by Hansen & Anderko (1958), Shunk
(1969) and Barton (1971). The qystem contains
a single phase Sb2Ss, analogous to stibnite,
which melts congruently at 555 a soc. Liquid
immiscibility fields exist in tJre sulphur-rich
(3I - 98 wt % S) and sulphur-deficient (1.5 -
2^5 wt /e S) portions of the system above 496oC
and 615oC respectively.
Pb-Sb system,. Phase relations in the Pb-Sb
system have been summarized by Hansen & An-
derko (1958) and Elliott (1965). A eutectic
occu$ at 11.1 wt (i7.5 atomic) per cent Sb at
2,51"C. The maximum solubility of Sb in Pb is
3.5 wt (5.8 atomic) pscent and of Pb in Sb
is about 5 atomic per cent.
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All reported phases within the Pb-Sb-S system
lie along the PbSStrzSg join. The present study
has revealed the presence of five compounds
along this join above 400oC; tlree of these cor-
respond to known minerals (boulangerite, robin-
sonite, zin&enite). The relationships established
are illustrated in Figure 2. A1l phases are pre-
sent on the liquidus where each phase melts in-
congruently to the nefi more PbS-rich phase
and an SbSs-enriched liquid. The known in-
variant points of the Pb-Sb-S system are tabu-
lated in Table 2.

The two phases which do not conespond to
minerals have stability fields restricted to tem-
peratures near the liquidus. They are designated
as Phases I and tr. Phase I exists between 610 i
l0oC and M2 i2C and Phase II exists between
45A * 25"C and 603 I 3oC. The *-ray powder
diffraction data for phase I is given in Table 3.

Phase I composition is indicated by micro'

z n ^ 4
t o

sb2s3
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40 50 60

Mol Per cenl PbS

probe analy+is to be 75 mole % PbS correspond-
ing to 3PbS. SbzSg. Megascopically at4 micro-
scopically, it closely resemble the other lead
sulphantimonides, It is a brilliant metallic gren
grows as acicular or lat}like crystals (Fig. 3),
is weakly bireflectant, and has moderate ani-
sotropism.

Galena in equilibrium with Phase I and bou-
langerite in the temperature range 600-640uC
cpniains 2.9 t 03% SbzSs in solid solution as
indicated by probe analysis, and possess an o
of 5.929 -'- 0.0024. somewhat smaller than the a
reported for pure PbS (5.936A; Swanson& Fuyat
1953).

Microprobe analyses indicate that the com-
position of phase tr is 60 mole /e PbS whieh
corresponds to 3PbS'2SbzSs. Phase II crystallizes
in masses of radiating and intexpenetrating aci-
cular to lathlike crystals with cross sections up
to -l00u,m and lengths up to,5 mm. Mega-
scopically, it, like many lead sulphantimonides,
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glosely resembles stibnite; crydtals have a bril-
liant gray metallic luster. hr reflected light this
phase takes a fine polish, is slightly softb than
PbS, is weakly bireflectan! and exhibits mo-
derate anisotropism (tan to blue). Wang (i923)
has recently determined the crystal structure of

MINERALOGIST

this phase as orthorhombic, a: 19.80, , : 11.40,
c = 4.M4" space group Dlf .

Boulangerite, PbsSbaSrr has a maximum stabi-
lity of 638 s 2oC, above which it melts incon-
gruently to Phase I and a SbzSs-enriched liquid.

Robinsonite composition, variously reported as
TPbS'6SbrSB and 6PbS'SSbzSs, has been found
to correspond to the latter value. Its maximum
thermal stability in the presence of vapor is
582 t 2"C above which it melts incongruently
to form Phase II and a Sb2Sg-enriched liquid.
Limited e&ef,imentation indicates that robin-
sonite decomposes below 318oC to form zinck-
enite and boulangerite.

Zinckenite has been svnthesized on its re-
ported composition of PbS .Sbrss. Its maximum
thermal stability in the presence of vapor is
545 + soc. Zin&enite melts incongruently to
robinsonite and a SbzSs-enriched liquid.
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Ftc. 3. Acicular crystals of Phase I grown at 620oC. C.yrtals are approximately 2 mm
Iong.

TABLE 2. SETECIED INVARTA.IT POINIS IN ITIE Pb-Sb-S SYSTEI4
(vapor prcsent in all assernblages)

This study
This study
Bar ton  (1971)

Thls study

is study
( l e7 t )

r ton  (1971 )

nsen & Ander-
ko  (1e58)

l le rud  (1969)
nsen & Ander-

104t

800

64b2

63812

630.5

622t3

6 1 5

60515

60313
58212
55615

5451 5

496r
4{}0l5

A7 L+a

327

326

252

240

TABLE 3. .T-RAY POIIDER DIFFMCTION DATA FOR PHASE 1. 3PbS
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Frc. 4 Polytherrnal diagram of the Pb-Sb-S system: equilibrium vapor present
throughouL

209

Trmreny RsLATroNs
Tsttary relations in the Pb-Sb-S qystem were

examined in a limited manner to ascertain the
nature of stable assemblages. A polythermal li-
quidus diagram of the Pb-Sb-S system is shown
itr Figure 4; this figure is based on the silica
tube data and D.T.A. data shown in Figure 2.

At temperatures above 1041'C (Fig. 5) the
system is spanned by two two.liquid fields (one
metal-rich and one zulphur-rich) and a central
sulphide-rich liquid field. The sulphide-rich
member of the metal-riih two-liquid field with-
draws hom the Pb-PbS ioin into the ternary
system below lO4loc. Iietween lMl'C ani
630"C (Fig. 6), the melting point of antimony,
the sulphide-liquid of this two-liquid field re.
treats toward the Sb-S ioin. Tie lines are estab-
lished bet'ween galena and antimony below
6n, !. 3oC. Below 6l5oC the Sb-SbzSs end mem-
ber of the metal-rie,h liquid field withdraws to
the ternary qfstem. The nearly pure antimony-
liquid member of the remaining metal-rich two-
liquid field decomposes in a temary monotectic
at 610 a 3oC. Stable tie lines are formed be'
tqreen antimony and the intermediate phases
of the Pb$Sb2Ss join at temperatures between
622 arrd 480"C, tlee ternary eutectic among
zindcenitg stibnitg and antimony. A nearly pure
metal liquid rernains along the Pb-Sb join; it

is reduced in size and w"ithdraws from the Pb-Sb
join at a eutectic at 252oC. A tgrnary eutectic
involving lead, antimony and galena occurs at
a crcmposition of about Pb:Sb:S: 88:11:l
(wt %\ at 240 + 3"C.' 

Lr the sulphur-rich portion of the system the
t'wo-liquid field whidr spans the systq abgve
8OOoC-consists of a nearly pure SJiquid and a
sulphide.rich liquid. Below this temperature the

Frc. 5. Isothermal diagram of the Pb-Sb-S system at
1050"C in the presence of an eguilibrium vapor.
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sulphide.rich liquid withdraws fiom the Pb-S
join into the temary system. As the sulphide.
rich liquid retreats toward the Sb-S join, tie lines
are established between SJiquid and boulangerite
at 655oC, between SJiquid and robinsonite at
534"C, and between S-liquid and zin&enite at
524oC. Below 496 + soc the two-liouid field
withdraws from the Sb-S join into the ternary
qystem (Fie. 7). At 47413oC the sulphide-rich
liquid member of the twoJiquid field decom-
poses to zinclenite-stibnite and S-rich liquid.

Pnesss Nor Ewcornrrmro ry Tnrs Sruuy

Previous studies of naturally occurring lead
antimonides (i.e. tambon 1969) and of their qyn-
thetic analogs have revealed several phases not

Frc. 6. Botlermal diagram of the Pb-Sb-S system at
635oC in the presence of an equilibrium vapor.

Frc.7. Isothermal diagram of the Pb-Sb-S system at
500"C in the presence of an equilibrium vapor.

encounted during the present study (see Table I
and tables I and 2 of Garvin 1973). Some of
these phases have been shown to contain other
necessary elements (1.e., jamesonite) while others
have been discredited as identical with previous-
ly described minerals (i.e., yenerite :boulan-
gerite). We have been unable to verify the pre-
viously synthesized phases: I and II of Robinson
(1948), and I and F of Kitakaze (1968) even
though our experiments were in the same tem-
perature range. We have not qfnthesized analogs
to the mineral species: semseyite, heteromor-
phite, dadsonite, plagionite, launayitg tintinaite
and fuloppite; it appears that these minerals
become stable at temperatues lower than those
of this study.

Trrunrrocrrcrrrcar, Cowsrprnerrons

Although the present study has been primarily
concerned with the basic phase relations of the
Pb-Sb-S system, sufficient information exists to
permit at least first approximations of the ther-
mochemical functions of the lead sulphantimo.
nides. Craig & Lees (1972) used the HzlHzS gas
ratio data of Schenck et al. (1939) to calculate
the free energies of formation of the lead sul-
phantimonides from PbS and SBzSs at 400oC
(boulangerite PbsSbaSrr, -311 caleq, -6842

caVmol; robinsonite PboShoSa - 302 cal/q,
- 12683 cal/mol; zinckenite PbSb2S4, -278

cal/eq, -2224 callmol).
We have estimated the entropies of the sul-

phosalt phases by summing the entropies of the
end member sulphide and the appropriate en-
tropy of reaction (i.e. afiuming ideal reaction
with AF/: 0). If we furths assume tleat the
[S and AF/ are temperature-independent we
may formulate first approximation tenrperature-
dependent free energy equations (Table 4a). We
have then e:rtrapolated these equations to 25oC
(298'K) in order to approximate thermochemical
functions. Sulphidation equations for the forma-
tion of the lead sulphantimonides (Table 4b)
have been calculated in the manner described
by C,raig & Barton (1973). The sulphidation
curves for boulangerite,' robinsonite and zinck-
enite are plotted as curves 1, 2, 3 respectively on
Fig::re 8. The sulphidation curves for lead and
antimony and for the iron zulphides are plotted
for comparison. Whsr the low temperature stabi-
lity of additional phases along the PbS-SbzSa
join is demonstrated, there will likely be some
slight modification of the values given in Table
4b. In any event, these values should be viewed
as first approximations which are subject to cor-
rection as sufficient data become available.

The most significant point to be noted from
the thermochemical data is that the stabilizing
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TABLE 4. 'I1iERMOCIIEMICAL 
APPROXIMTIONS AND SULFIDATION REACTIONS FOR'IIIE LEAD SULFANTIMONIDES

205

4(b) suLfi.datim 
"e@tlm 

fo" the teqd su,fmtimitue

Sulphur as 52 Gas
t'trZse lflga ac'T([er formula unit)

-353740 -295234 -353740 + 196.37
-640665 -525834 -640665 + 385.37
-120635 -  98556 - i20635 + 74.17

Cf T,oC range
- ) f , 4 J U  f  J O . 5 t  O | U - O Z J

-55430 + 36.7T 25-610
-55430 + 38.3T 425-603
-55430 + 38,4T 25-425
-55430 + 39.5T 25-545

-t83130
-314955
- 58595

4u298

-l 90074
-543V I +

-  60316

tinmidea

szge
206,4
367.4
68.7

Phase

Boulangerite, PbbSb4Sil
Robinsonlte, Pb6sb.t0s2l
Zlnckenite, PbSb2S4

Phase

Phase I, Pb3Sb256

Reaction

PbS+Sb+S2 . Pb3sb256

BouIangerite, PbsSb4Sl.l 5/3PbS+4/35b+Sb = l/3Pb55b4sil
Phase II, Pb3Sb459 l/zPbssb4slt+4/3sbrs, = 5/6pbasbosn
RobJnsonite, Pb6sbl0525 12l39Pb5Sb4Sll+4/3Sb+S2 = 10/39Pb6sbl0S2.l
Zinckenite, PbSb2S4 2/3Pb6Sbt0S21+4/3Sb+S2 = 4pbsb2S4

free energies for the lead sulphantimonides are
quite small. Hence metastability of individual
phases or of assemblages is not surprising.

SrsNrFrcANcs oF TT{E Pnese RELATrotvs
Lead sulphantimonides are widespread as

minor constituents in mineralized areas. Cation
substitution, Ag and Cu for Pb, and Bi and As
for Sb, is very extensive in natural lead sul-
phantimonides (e.g. the Madoc deposit; Jambor
tS6Z) ; consequentln direct application of the
phase equilibria and invariant points presented

here (summarized in Table 2) is possible only
for assemblages of phases defined in this qystem.
The invariant points listed in Table 2 may be
used as fixed point geothermometers to place
limits on the thermal conditions of minsaliza-
tion. High temperature phases, I and II, have
not been observed as mineral species. Ffowever,
tJre presence of these phases at the time of
mineralization may be suggested by the intimate
intergrowths of the lead sulphantimonides, tex-
tures reminiscent of the breakdown of pre-exist-
ing phases. P'reservation of robinsonite, which
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Frc. 8. Log a 2-10N/T plot of the sulphidation curves of the lead sulphanti-

monides. The numbered curyes are:
(1) SAPbS +4/3Sb *& = 1,/3Pb6Sb4S1x
@ l2l39Pb6sb4qt*A3tu *& = l0l39Pb6sbxo&1
(3) 2/3PbeSbrcSzt+ AgSb* & = 4PbSbzS4.



appears to break down below 318"C, as a min-
eral is a perple:ring problem; natural robin-
sonites may be stabilized by snall amounts of
impurities. Understanding of the phase equilibria
of tlle ihemically complex natural lead sul-
phantimonides will require investigation of larger
chemical systems. The relations presented here
provide at least a first step toward that end.

The lead sulphantimonides frequently occur
rvith the more common sulphides of iron, cop-
per, efc. The presence of the other elements may
rezult in formation of more complex sulphosalts
if conditions of temJ'erature and sulphru activity
are appropriate. For example, the presence of
iron at the time of lead sulphantimonide forma-
tion rvill lead to deposition of jamesonite if the
sulphur activity lies within the limits defined
by the jamesonite curves in Figue 8. On the
other hand, if the sulphur activity is too low
or too high, jamesonite viill not form, instead
iron sulphides will coexist with lead- and anti-
mony-containing phases. Similar cuwes can be
calculated for the effects of other elements (see
Craig & Barton 1973).
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